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An uncommon cordiform world map with wind heads

1. FRISIUS, Gemma.
Mappa mundi, oft generael Carte der Werelt...
Antwerp, c.1553. Woodcut, sheet 230 x 295mm. Narrow margins, repair in bottom margin.

£2400

An unusual woodcut world map, prepared by Frisius for inclusion in Peter Apian's Cosmography. Three
very similar versions of the block have been identified: this is the second, used 1553-1584, but this edition is
Dutch, so is either 1553, 1561 or 1564. North America is shown as a narrow peninsula named 'Baccalearum', a
reference to the cod fishing that was already so important. In the seas, ships, seamonsters and a mermaid are
shown. The border of the map contains the signs of the Zodiac, outside which are a number of wind-heads,
including three skulls blowing from the south. Above the two maps are a pair of god-like figures, one of
whom has the double-headed eagle of the Holy Roman Emperor on his breastplate. SHIRLEY: 82 (see 96 &
131 for further details).
S/N 17820

Speed's world map, the first atlas map to show California as an island

2 SPEED, John.
A New and Accurat Map of the World Drawne according to ye truest Descriptions, latest Discoveries & best
obervations y.t have beene made by English or Strangers. 1651.
London: Bassett & Chiswell, 1676. Coloured. 395 x 515mm. Lateral margins repaired, tips of bottom corners reinstated.£12500
The double-hemisphere world map from Speed's 'Prospect of the Most Famous Parts of the World', the first
English atlas of the world, first published in 1627. It was probably engraved by Abraham Goos, who signed
most of the other maps in the atlas. It was the first atlas map to show California as an island, an idea Goos
introduced to print with a map of North America in 1624. On the other side of the world this map also shows
Korea as an island and depicts 'Beach', the mythical kingdom located on 'The Southerne Unknowne Land'.
Around the rims of the double-hemispheres is an abundance of decoration, including celestial spheres in the
cusps, allegorical figures of the Four Elements, portraits of circumnavigators and diagrams of eclipses.
On verso is an interesting English-text 'Description of the World'. Although this is a desirable factor today,
only being published in the English language limited the overseas sales potential, enhancing the rarity value.
SHIRLEY: World, 317.
S/N 17813

A very large 19th Century double-hemisphere world map on four sheets

3 ANDRIVEAU-GOUJON, J.
Mappemonde en deux Hémisphères. L'État actuel des connaissances Géographiques et les derniers Voyages
Autour du Monde.
Paris, 1853. Coloured steel engraving, printed on four sheets conjoined, total 980 x 1310mm.

£2500

A large scale double-hemisphere world map published in the middle of the 19th century, with decorative
embellishments top and bottom. This map was usually issued separately as a folding map, although this is
the rare uncut example, which was probably bound into Andriveau Goujon's scarce 'Atlas Choix'
S/N 17503

Two vivid poster maps fot the GPO
4 GILL, Leslie MacDonald.
Post Office Radio-Telephone Services.
London: His Majesty's Stationery Office, 1935. Colour lithograph, 990 x 1230mm. A small chip in bottom margin
otherwise near mint.
£6000
A colourful map of the world, on an azimuthal projection, although Gill has chosen to depict two Antarcticas
(one under Australia, the other under South America) rather than stretch the ice out across the bottom of the
map. The British Empire is shown in red. In various places around the map are scrolls with literary quotes
relating to travel from Ovid, Wolfe, Tennyson and, of course, Shakepeare: his ''I’ll put a girdle round about
the Earth in forty minutes'' (Robin, 'A Midsummer Night’s Dream') is placed in the Pacific. Under the map
are five roundel illustrations: 'Rugby Radio Station, Telephony Transmitter Room'; 'R.R.S. Main Power
House'; 'Faraday Building, London'; R.R.S. Aerial Tuning Inductance'; and 'R.R.S. Demountable Valve'.
Bottom right is the new logo of the GPO, also designed by Gill. The company must have been pleased with
the result, as the GPO commissioned another map, with the same map projection for their Steamship Routes
in 1937.
Leslie MacDonald Gill (1884-1947, known as Max), younger brother of Eric Gill, specialised in graphic design
in the Arts and Crafts style. His most important commission was from the Imperial War Graves
Commission, designing the script used on Commission headstones and war memorials, including the
'Thiepval Memorial to the Missing of the Somme'. His 'Wonderground Map of London', originally drawn as
an advertising poster for London Electric Underground Railway Company in 1914, was such a success it is
credited with saving the 'UndergrounD' advertising campaign.
S/N 17915

5 GILL, Leslie MacDonald.
Mail Steamship Routes.
Portsmouth: General Post Office, 1937. Colour lithograph, 990 x 1230mm. A pristine example.

£6000

A colourful map of the world, on an azimuthal projection, although Gill has chosen to depict two Antarcticas
(one under Australia, the other under South America) rather than stretch the ice out across the bottom of the
map. In the top corners are illustrations of a post box, a postal van and the loading of the mail onto a
steamship. Under the map are eleven roundel depictions of the development of ocean-going craft, from the
time of the Vikings, through the Middle Ages to East Indiamen, Brunel's 'Great Eastern' of 1858 and RMS
'Queen Mary' (now moored at Long Beach). Either side of the title is the new logo of the GPO, also designed
by Gill.
Leslie MacDonald Gill (1884-1947, known as Max), younger brother of Eric Gill, specialised in graphic design
in the Arts and Crafts style. His most important commission was from the Imperial War Graves
Commission, designing the script used on Commission headstones and war memorials, including the
'Thiepval Memorial to the Missing of the Somme'. His 'Wonderground Map of London', originally drawn as
an advertising poster for London Electric Underground Railway Company in 1914, was such a success it is
credited with saving the 'UndergrounD' advertising campaign.
S/N 17914

Four-sheet map of North America after the Seven Years' War

6 BOWEN, Emanuel.
An Accurate Map of North America Describing and distinguishing the British and Spanish Dominions on
this great Continent; According to the Definitive Treaty Concluded at Paris 10th Feb.y 1763 ~ Also the West
India Islands Belonging to, and possessed by the Several European Princes and States. The whole laid down
according to the latest and most authentick Improvements, By Eman Bowen Geog.r to His Majesty And John
Gibson Engraver.
London: Robert Sayer, 1775. Coloured. Four sheets conjoined, total 1030 x 1170mm. Laid on linen.

£4850

A large map of North America illustrating the ascendency of the British at the end of the Seven Years' War
(or French-Indian Wars, 1756-63), decorated with a rococo cartouches for the title, featuring native damsels,
and scale. Insets detail Hudson's Bay and Baffin's Bay, and Kino's map of northern California, which proved
it was not an island.
This map was first published during the war (although probably not as early as the 1755 posted by the
Library of Congress) with the title reading '...distinguishing the British, Spanish and French dominions on
this great continent; exhibiting the present seat of war, and the French encroachments…'. The second state
was updated to show the outcome, with the French control of Canada and Louisiana removed and British
West Florida added. The third state and this fourth state seem unchanged other than Sayer's imprints.
S/N 17541

The famous Ellicott's plan for Washington DC

7 ELLICOTT, Andrew.
Plan of the City of Washington in the Territory of Columbia, ceded by the States of Virginia and Maryland to
the United States of America, and by them established as the Seat of their Government after the Year 1800.
London, 1795. 420 x 540mm. Binding folds flattened.

£3200

An early copy of Andrew Ellicott's map of the planned Federal capital, engraved by John Russell after the
map by John Reid published in Winterbotham's 'An Historical Geographical, Commercial and Philosophical
View of the United States' in 1795.
It shows the layout of the streets in both Washington and Georgetown, with 'The President's House',
National Mall and Capitol.
S/N 17920

The first map of China printed in Europe

8 WÄLDSEEMÜLLER, Martin.
[Tabula Superioris Indiae & Tartariae maioris.]
Vienne: Gaspar Trechsel, 1541. Woodcut, trapezoid, printed area (at most) 290 x 460mm. Small spot in map area, small
repair in centre fold in margin.
£5000
A very important map of China, the first 'modern' map of the region, which includes Tibet, Tartary and
Japan. Although it was published in an edition of Ptolemy's 'Geographia', it was not a deduction of a map
from the Wäldseemüller editions of 1513, but a new one prepared for a new 'Chronica mundi' being written
by Wäldseemüller. First published in 1522, this example comes from the last edition.
He expanded the Ptolemaic map by adding information on Tartary and Japan gleaned from the accounts of
Marco Polo. Japan is a large island called Zipangri, a name derived from the Chinese 'Land of the Rising
Sun', which Polo learned about from the Chinese. The first recorded European visit to Japan was the year
after publication, the landing of the Portuguese Alvarado in Okinawa, 1542.
The title, as above, is on the reverse, with a descriptive text in Latin. MAPFORUM.COM 8; WALTER 'Japan,
A Cartographic Vision', No.3.
S/N 17911

A Chinese map of Beijing

9 Anonymous.
['A Complete Map of The Capital'].
China, c.1890. Some old colour. Woodcut, sheet 495 x 470mm. Laid on archival paper.

£1900

A detailed plan of Beijing within the city walls, titled and labelled with Chinese characters. The gates in the
city walls are depicted in perspective and the single coloured line marks the railway.
S/N 17576

A fascinating pictorial map of Beijing
10 DORN, Frank.
A Map and History of Peiping; formerly known as Peking; capital of provinces, princedoms and kingdoms
since 1121 B.C.; in 1264 A.D. the capital of the Mongol Empire of Kublai Khan; made the capital of the Ming
Empire through the Ming and Ching Dynasties; and now a city which will live long in the memory of man
as one of the greatest the world has ever known.
Beijing: Peiyang Press, 1936. Colour-printed wood-engraving. Sheet 860 x 755mm. Original folds reinforced on verso,
laid on fine canvas.
£4000
Very interesting pictorial map of Beijing, drawn by an American officer who was a military attaché in China
during the 1930s and published the year before the official start of the Second Sino-Japanese War. It features
vignettes of Chinese history from 1100 BC to 1927 as well as modern tourist attractions including golf and
race courses.
This is an early state: the flag of the German legation is the short-lived national flag used 1933-5
(black/white/red horizontal stripes), replaced by the Nazi flag with the swastica on most examples on this
map.
Frank Dorn (1901-81) was a graduate of West Point (where he picked up the life-long nickname of 'Pinky'),
before being posted to Beijing in 1934 to help gather intelligence on Japanese aggression. He immersed
himself in the language and culture of the city, researching the Forbidden City and collecting antiquities.
When war with Japan broke out Dorn became chief-of-staff to L.t General Joseph Stilwell, with a rank of
Colonel. At one point relations between the Americans and the leader of the Chinese Kuomintang, Chiang
Kai-shek, were so bad that Dorn was ordered to prepare a plan to assassinate him. Although Dorn suggested
giving Chiang a faulty parachute and sabotaging his plane authorisation was never given.
After his retirement as Brigadier General in 1953 Dorn wrote a number of books including 'The SinoJapanese War, 1937-41', 1974. BAGBY: The Eagle-Dragon Alliance, 1992.
S/N 17878

Early 17th century map of Japan

11 HONDIUS, Jodocus.
Japonia.
Amsterdam: Henricus Hondius, 1633, French edition. Original colour. 350 x 450mm.

£1900

Fine map of Japan originally published in 1609, following Ortelius's map. Korea is shown as an island, but
with a note explaining that there was doubt about whether it was a peninsula. This example is from the first
state of the map, before the title was changed and the junk replaced with a galleon. KOEMAN: Me 28a;
HUBBARD: 13.
S/N 15294

An 17th century Italian map of Japan

12 CORONELLI, Vincenzo Maria.
Isola del Giapone e Penisola di Corea.
Venice, 1696. 460 x 615mm.

£2200

A fine map of Japan & Korea, in typical Coronelli style, published in his 'Isolario'. The large title cartouche
features the symboll of the Society of Jesus and a dedication to Father Fontaine of the Jesuits.
In the sea between Japan and Korea is a vignette of a boat described as a Japanese vessel capable of crossing
the 220 French miles between Osaka and Nagasaki in twelve days: Coronelli had copied this from Montanus,
who had mis-attributed a Korean ship. WALTER: 43.
S/N 17612

Rare First Issue of the Fries map of South Asia

13 WÄLDSEEMÜLLER, Martin.
Indiæ Tabula Moderna.
Vienne, Gaspar Trechsel, 1541. Woodcut, printed area 320 x 440mm.

£2100

Southern Asia, with Eastern Arabia and the Persian Gulf to the South China Sea. Of interest is the transferral
of Taprobana to the coast of the Malay Peninsula, and the appearance of Indo-China as a tiny peninsula
marked 'fulicandora'. Over India is a depiction of 'suttee', Hindu widow-burning; however Fries has added
a horned devil to add to the titillation.
This is the last issue of Fries' reduction of Wäldseemüller's map of 1513, prepared not for a Ptolemy edition
but for a new 'Chronica mundi' being written by Wäldseemüller. His death c.1520 caused the project to be
shelved, so the woodcuts were used to publish a smaller sized and so cheaper edition of the 'Geography'.
TIBBETTS: Arabia in Early Maps, 17.
S/N 17910

A detailed 19th Century chart of Bombay Harbour

14 COGAN, Robert.
Plan du Port de Bombay Levé en 1829, par M. Robert Cogan, Lieutenant de la Marine de la Companie des
Indes.
Paris: Dépôt-général de la Marine, 1840. 610 x 450mm.

£1800

A French edition of the important trigonometirical survey of the port of Mumbai, executed by Robert Cogan
of the Indian Navy and first published by James Horsburgh, Official Hydrographer to the East India
Company, in 1833. Underneath the chart is a coastal profile of the entrance to the port.
S/N 17683

A detailed chart of the Bay of Bengal

15 HOBBS, John Stratton.
A Chart of the Bay of Bengal, from False Point to Cheduba Island, with a Plan of the Port of Aktab and the
Aracan River &c. Revised from the late Surveys by J.S. Hobbs, F.R.G.S. Hydrographer.
London, Charles Wilson, 1850. Touches of original colour. 650 x 940mm, backed on canvas with publisher's title label.
Dated iin title altered to 1880 in mss, ink.
£800
A detailed chart of the Bay of Bengal from Chilka Lake east to Manuag Island in Burma. The focus is on the
channels through the Sundarbans, including the entrances to the Hoogley River, the route to Calcutta, the
main city of British India.
S/N 17540

The Siege of Delhi, 1857

16 ABINGTON, G.
Abington's Panoramic View Map of Delhi and the Surrounding Country.
London: G. Abington, c.1857. Tinted lithograph with hand finishing. Printed area 410 x 480mm. Some restoration,
backed on canvas.
£3250
A separate-issue elevated 'view' of Delhi under siege by the East India Company troops in September 1857,
part of the Indian Rebellion. It shows the British camp on the Delhi Ridge, and the assault on the Selimgarh
Fort, captured on the 16th September. Underneath is a list of distances between Delhi and other cities,
including Kabul.
Abington was a news-seller in Shoe Lane, off Fleet Street. His forays into map publishing seem to be limited
to this and 'Abington's Panoramic View Map of India', capitalising on the public thirst for information about
the Mutiny.
S/N 16502

A map recording Napoleon's 'Conquests' in Ottoman Syria

17 PAULTRE, Charles.
Carte Physique & Politique de la Syrie pour servir à l'Histoire des Conquêtes du Général Bonaparte en
Orient. Faite au Kaire en l'An 8 par Charles Paultre, Off.ier d'Art.rie Légière, Aide-de-Camp du Général
Kleber, Comm.t en Chef l@armée Française en Egypte.
Paris: Lapie & Picquet, 1803. Original colour. Dissected and laid on linen, as issued, total 595 x 790mm, with title tab.
Unidentified ownserhip label 'P. F.' on linen.
£1200
A map of the Eastern Mediterranean published during the campaigns of General Napoleon Bonaparte in
Egypt and Syria in 1798-9. After initial successes and reverses such as the Battle of the Nile, Napoleon
decided to leave his army in Egypt in 1799, returning to France to become First Consul. He left his army in
the hands of General Jean-Baptiste Kléber, named as commander on this map, prior to his assassination in
1800. The remains of the French army were defeated at the Battle of Alexandria in 1801, after which the
British captured Cairo and Alexandria, ending the French campaign.
S/N 17609

Highly decorative 17th century map of Arabia

18 BLAEU, Johannes.
Arabia.
Amsterdam, 1662, Latin text edition. Coloured. 420 x 535mm.

£4250

The first issue of this fine map of Arabia which, due to the lack of new information, still depicts the
peninsula divided into the three Roman Provinces, using the Ptolemaic names: ' Arabia Felix', 'Arabia
Petraea' and 'Arabia Deserta'.
'Arabia Felix', Latin for 'Loyal Arabia' covers the majority of the Peninsula, even though the term relates to
the comparatively fertile regions of present day Asir and Yemen. 'Arabia Petraea' (Stony Arabia) is located
in North West Arabia and was a frontier province of imperial Rome. 'Arabia Deserta' refers to the desert
interior, which was populated by nomadic tribes who frequently invaded richer lands, of which the
cartographic detail is mostly imaginary. TIBBETTS: 108.
S/N 17615

The First Edition of Speed's map of the West Riding

19 SPEED, John.
The West Ridinge of Yorkshyre with The most famous and fayre Citie Yorke described 1610.
London, John Sudbury & George Humble, 1611. Coloured. 385 x 510mm. A few repairs.

£1250

Engraved by Jodocus Hondius, this is one of the most decorative maps of the county, with an inset plan of
York, Royal Crest and five 'Armes of such Royal Princes as have bourne the Title of Dukes of Yorke since the
Normans Conquest'.
First edition examples are increasingly uncommon SHELTON: 7.
S/N 17857

Large-scale map of Dorset in fine colour

20 GREENWOOD, C. & J.
Map of the County of Dorset from an Actual Survey made in the Years 1825 & 1826 by C. & J. Greenwood,
Most respectfully Dedicated to the Nobility, Clergy & Gentry of the County...
London: Greenwood, Pringle & Co., 1826. Fine original colour. Dissected and laid on linen, edged with silk with
marbled covers. Total 1190 x 1570mm. With original full calf box, with red morocco title label. Both map and box are in
superb condition.
£2400
A highly-detailed map of Dorset, containing hundreds, parishes, towns, villages, turnpike roads, toll-bars,
cross-roads, churches, castles, chapels, heaths, commons, canals, railways, distances between towns. Bottom
left is a a fine vignette view of Weymouth from the Nothe, drawn by R. Creighton.
Christopher & John Greenwood mapped all but five of the English counties in unprecedented detail,
publishing their maps between 1817 and 1834.
S/N 17600

A pre-Beck poster of London's Underground

21 Anonymous.
Underground Map of London.
London: Waterlow & Sons, 1919. Colour lithographic map. Sheet 1000 x 1260mm. Minor repairs at folds, a little
creasing, laid on canvas.
£3250
A quad royal poster of the Underground, dated '31-12-19', well over a decade before the revolutionary Beck
design. Despite still being owned by different companies, all the lines are printed in red over an outline map
of the road network. Although more geographically correct than Beck's map, the centre of London is on a
larger scale than the outskirts in order to separate the stations enough for clear naming.
S/N 17924

A prospect of London after Wenceslaus Hollar

22 BOYDELL, John.
A View of London as it was in the Year 1647...
London: Boydell, 1756. Coloured. 300 x 950mm.

£3000

A magnificent view of pre-fire London, taken from the roof of St Mary Overy and based on that of
Wenceslas Hollar.
John Boydell (1720-1804), was a publisher who helped alter the trade imbalance between Britain and France
in engravings and initiated a British tradition of engraving. Boydell also found time to be alderman of Cheap
Ward in 1782, master of the Stationers' Company in 1783, sheriff of London in 1785, and eventually Lord
Mayor of London in 1790.
S/N 17808

A 'balloon view' of Victorian London

23 BANKS, J.H.
A Panoramic View of London.
London, Edward Wallis, c.1850. Coloured. 440 x 1000mm. A few small repairs

£2600

A superbly detailed 'balloon-view' of London, taken from a point above Kennington. On the left edge are
Vauxhall Bridge, Hyde Park Corner and Regents Park; on the right the Tower and West India Docks; in the
foreground Lambeth Palace and the Elephant & Castle; and on the far horizon Highgate Archway.
First published in 1843 with the title 'A Cosmogramic View…', this state was retitled with 'Panoramic' as
'Cosmoramic' had dropped from usage.
S/N 17856

A sea chart of Wales from the beginning of the 19th century

24 MORRIS, William.
To the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners for executing the Office of Lord High Admiral of Great
Britain, Ireland, &c. This Chart of St George's Channel &c. Surveyed under their Lordships' direction by the
late Lewis Morris Esq.r which is now extended by an Actual Survey (the whole Corrected & much
Improved) from Liverpool to Cardiff in the Bristol Channel; is by Permission most respectfully dedicated, by
their Lorships' obedient humble servant, William Morris.
London: William Morris, 1800. Two sheet conjoined and laid on blue paper, total 910 x 900mm. Old folds flattened.£1100
A 'blue-back' seac hart of St George's Channel from Formby Point in Lancashire south around the coast of
Wales to Cardiff, with Lundy, Ilfracombe and Minehead along the bottom edge of the Bristol Channel. In
Ireland Dublin, Wicklow and Wexford Bay are marked.
Lewis Morris (1701-65) was a self-taught hydrographer from Anglesey who published his important survey
of the Welsh coast, ''Plans of harbours, bars, bays and roads in St. George’s Channel'' in 1748. His son
William (1758-1808) continued his work, reissuing the survey in 1801, adding new harbours that had gained
in importance since 1758, including Liverpool and Swansea. This chart was published separately the year
before.
S/N 17925

A scarce early 18th Century map of Ireland

25 PARKER, Samuel.
Ireland according to the latest Improveme.nts
London: George Willdey, c.1710. 460 x 375mm.

£1600

An unusual map of Ireland, within an oval with a dark frame, with each corner containing three roundels of
text. These black borders are uncommon because of the amount of work needed to create black areas by
engraving lines.
This is one of a series of separate-issue maps of European countries, with additional maps of the environs of
London, Oxford & Cambridge. They are usually attributed to Parker because the map of England has his
signature. BONAR LAW: 53.
S/N 17804

An early plan of Paris

26 BRAUN, Georg & HOGENBERG, Frans.
Lutetia, vulgari nomine Paris...
Cologne, 1572-, Latin text. Coloured. 340 x 485mm. Bottom margin corners repaired. Else a very fine example.

£3250

A beautiful 16th century plan of Paris, with the major buildings shown in profile, with little consideration for
perspective. It was published in the 'Civitates Orbis Terrarum', the first systematic series of printed
townplans.
S/N 17671

An important 16th Century plan of Moscow

27 BRAUN, Georg & HOGENBERG, Frans.
Moscauw.
Cologne, 1576, Latin text edition. Coloured. 355 x 490mm. Tiny repair to centre fold.

£2900

A 'map-view' of Moscow, published in the second volume of the 'Civitates Orbis Terrarum', the first series of
printed townplans. The major buildings are shown in profile, with no consideration for perspective. On the
frozen river Mosca are skaters and horse-drawn sledges and in the foreground are soldiers on horseback.
This is the first of the two plans of Moscow done by Braun and Hogenberg. A second appeared in the last
volume, published in 1618, necessitated by Ladislas of Poland, who rampaged through the city in 1611.
KOEMAN: B&H 2.
S/N 11675

Gibraltar attacked in 1782

28 LATTRÉ, Jean.
Plan du Promontoire, de la Ville et du Port de Gibraltar avec les ouvrages faits depuis le Dernier Siege et les
Lignes Construites par Prdre de sa Majesté très Catholique, pour Empescher la communication de Gibraltar
avec l'Espagne. Levé nouvellement sur les lieux par l'Ingénieur de la place
Paris: Lattré, c.1782. Original colour. 420 x 570mm.

£850

A plan of Gibraltar showing the Spanish Grand Assault of 13th September 1782, when a force of over 60,000
Spanish and French men, eighty ships and ten 'newly invented' floating batteries gathered for attack. 80,000
spectators came to watch but were disappointed. The map shows the position of the floating batteries, with
their line of fire onto the British fortifications, although not noting that they were all destroyed in less than
three hours of the opening of the assault.
The map was originally published without any reference to the assault.
S/N 17598

The most decorative map of Malta celebrating the Knights

29 CORONELLI, Vincenzo Maria.
Isola di Malta, olim Melita...
Venice, c.1689. Coloured. 460 x 615mm. As normal showing the ink mark of the copper plate crack at the top left, A
very fine example printed on heavy paper.
£3250
Large, decorative map of Malta and Gozo, engraved in 1689 in Coronelli's unique style and published in his
'Isolario'. Surrounding the islands are 62 engraved armorials, including the Knights of Malta.
S/N 17578

17th century map of the Sun

30 KIRCHER, Athanasius.
Schema Corporis Solaris prout Auctore et P. Scheinero. Romæ Anno 1635 observatum suit.
Amsterdam, 1665. 370 x 420mm.

£1250

A early map of the Sun, one of the first attempts to depict sunspot activity, published in the 'Mundus
Subterraneus'.
Kircher, a Jesuit scholar, was one of the first compilers of knowledge of the physical features of the world.
S/N 17583

